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Agni The Vedic Ritual Of The Fire
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"Throughout human history, and in many religious
cultures, offerings are made into fire--known in the
tantric world as homa. This collection provides
detailed studies of the homa from its inception up to
the present, allowing for the study of ritual change
over long periods of time, and across religious
cultures"-The articles by Henk Bodewitz collected in this
volume, published between 1969 and 2013, deal
with Vedic cosmology and ethics on basis of a
systematic philological study of early Vedic texts,
from the ?gveda to various Br?hma?as, ?ra?yakas
and Upani?ads.
Samkhya and Yoga systems of religious thought.
"Rules Without Meaning" is an original study of ritual
and mantras which shows that rites lead a life of
their own, unaffected by religion or society. In its
analysis of Vedic ritual, it uses methods inspired by
logic, linguistics, anthropology and Asian studies.
New insights are offered into various topics including
music, bird song and the origin of language. The
discussion culminates in a proposal for a new human
science that challenges the current dogma of -the
two cultures- of sciences and humanities."
The author calls attention to the importance of the
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Vedic domestic ritual codes in the creation of what
has come to be known as "classical Hinduism."
This Book Deals With The Different Aspects Of
Jatavedas Which Come As An Epithet Of The Firegod
Agni In The Vedic Mantras.
The selected and revised articles in this volume by Hans
Bakker deal with Indian culture, religion and history:
Hinduism, epigraphy, archaeology, iconography in
combination with Sanskrit textual studies. The studies
focus on the Skandapurana, Vakataka--Gupta history,
Ramtek (Ramagiri), Mansar, Ayodhya, Benares,
pilgrimage and holy places (tirtha).
AgniThe Vedic Ritual of the Fire Altar
This book is an attempt to explain the most basic ritual
called Isti with the help of the original texts and the
photographs of the actual performance of that sacrifice
that took place in Pune, India, in July 1979. The book
contains in all 140 photographs showing various stages
of the sacrifice with explanation of the rites. It also
provides a Roman transcript of the Sanskrit text of the
Pavitrestiprayoga along with its English translation.
Differentiates between rational and irrational approaches
to the study of mystical experience within the traditions of
the major religions

This book is dedicated to you who have struggled to
find a practical way to heal planet Earth! Agnihotra
offers proven healing for Earth's current crises of
stress, dissension, toxicity, and pollution. Agnihotra
is one of many fire ceremonies from the ancient
Vedic tradition known as Yajnya, and many of its
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benefits are being verified by modern science. This
simple fire ceremony, conducted in a small copper
pyramid and infused with vibrational frequencies of
brief, specific Sanskrit chants, creates an energy
field that promotes harmony and peace. Within that
space, negativity cannot exist, allowing life forms to
return to a natural state of wholeness. Evidence
indicates that with regular and sustained practice,
distress is dissolved, toxins are neutralized, dis-ease
is diffused, and a sense of well-being is
established."Agnihotra: Havan on Earth" includes a
full explanation of the ceremony and its benefits,
step-by-step instructions for performing agnihotra,
supplies needed, resources for supplies and
websites with additional information, over forty
photos, answers to over sixty frequently asked
questions, how to make ghee, how to use agnihotra
ash for healing, how to meditate, how to teach
agnihotra to others, and sections to make notes. The
book finishes with blank pages for an "observation
journal". Ellie shares personal stories of how
agnihotra has transformed her life and the world
around her, encouraging the new practitioner to
experience the benefits in their own life.
Body and Cosmos presents a series of articles by
renowned Indological scholars on the early Indian
medical and astral sciences. It is published on the
occasion of the 70th birthday of Professor Emeritus
Kenneth G. Zysk.
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The late Johan Frederik (known as Frits) Staal
(November 3, 1930-February 19, 2012), was born in
Amsterdam and said of his home country, "There
was no religion there." While his academic interests
included philosophy, Staal's education focused on
the study of mathematics, physics, astronomy, and
logic. His approach to the study of Vedic religion and
ritual was informed by this background, expressed in
his assertion that he was not interested in the
humanities but in the human sciences. Staal's
studies led him to India, where he completed a
dissertation, "Advaita and Neoplatonism: A Critical
Study in Comparative Philosophy," at the University
of Madras. In this period he also pursued research
on South Indian Vedic recitation, which culminated in
the publication of his first book, Nambudiri Veda
Recitation. This laid the groundwork for his massive
study of the agnicayana ritual conducted in Kerala in
1975, and the 1983 publication of his two-volume
Agni: The Vedic Ritual of the Fire Altar. Staal's
research and writings had a wide-ranging influence
on many different academic fields, including Vedic
studies, Sanskrit studies, linguistics, and ritual
studies. In addition to his academic contributions in
those fields, he was a founding member of the
Department of South and Southeast Asian Studies at
the University of California, Berkeley. He also
contributed to the founding of the Group in Buddhist
Studies, which from its advent was intended to
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balance South and East Asian languages and
cultures. This reflects Staal's methodological
concern that East Asian Buddhism must be
connected to Indian studies, and that Indian studies
must also include Buddhism. He said of the Buddha
that he "was either India's greatest son or one of two
the other being Panini" ("There is No Religion
There," in Jon R. Stone, ed., The Craft of Religious
Studies). This collection brings together 32
contributions by personal friends and leading figures
in the fields of Vedic, Sanskrit, Indian and ritual
studies honoring the life and work of the late Frits
Staal. The essays compiled here are by Greg Bailey,
Dipak Bhattacharya, Kamaleswar Bhattacharya,
Philo Bregstein, Johannes Bronkhorst, Jean Michel
Delire, Madhav M. Deshpande, Silvia D'Intino,
Finnian M. M. Gerety, Robert Goldman, Sally J.
Sutherland Goldman, Phyliss Granoff, Stephanie W.
Jamison, Joanna Jurewicz, P. Pratap Kumar, Jeffery
D. Long, Thennilapuram Mahadevan, Boris
Oguibnine, Carl Olson, Andr Padoux,
Sudalaimuthu Palaniappan, Asko Parpola, Richard
K. Payne, Alessandra Petrocchi, Peter M. Scharf,
Arvind Sharma, Frederick M. Smith, Romila Thapar,
George Thompson, Laurens van Krevelen, Michael
Witzel, Hiram Woodward.
A Vedic Concordance is a monumental work by the
famous American Sanskritist Maurice Bloomfield
planned prepared and published during the years
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1892-1906. It affords primarily an easy and ready
means of ascertaining the following things: First
where a given mantra occurs if it occurs but once
second whether it occurs wlsewhere either with or
without variants and in what places and third if it
occurs with variants what those variants are. One
hundred and nineteen texts in all have been drawn
upon for contributions to the concordance
comprising .The concordance also includes a very
considerable amount of material not yet published.
The concordance may also be readily put to certain
indirect or secondary uses which are scarcely less
important for the systematic progress of vedic study.
In this unprecedented guide to the Vedas, Frits
Staal, the celebrated author of Agni- The Vedic
Ritual of the Fire Altarand Universals- Studies in
Indian Logic and Linguisticsexamines almost every
aspect of these ancient sources of Indic civilisation.
Staal extracts concrete information from the Oral
Tradition and Archaeology about Vedic people and
their language, what they thought and did, and
where they went and when. He provides essential
information about the Vedas and includes selections
and translations. Staal sheds light on mantras and
rituals, that contributed to what came to be known as
Hinduism. Significant is a modern analysis of what
we can learn from the Vedas today- the original
forms of the Vedic sciences, as well as the
perceptive wisdom of the composers of the Vedas.
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The author puts Vedic civilisation in a global
perspective through a wide-ranging comparison with
other Indic philosophies and religions, primarily
Buddhism. For Staal, originally a logician, the
voyage of discovering the Vedas is like unpeeling an
onion but without the certainty of reaching an end.
Even so, his book shows that the Vedas have a logic
all their own. Accessible, finely-argued, and with a
wealth of information and insight, Discovering the
Vedas is for both the scholar and the interested lay
reader.
The first volume of Agni: The Vedic Ritual of the Fire
Altar, contains a discussion of the place of the
Agnicayana in the Vedic srauta tradition, its textual loci,
traditional and modern interpretations of its origins and
significance and an overview of the Nambudiri Vedic
tradition. The bulk of the volume, written in close
collaboration with C.V. Somayajipad and M.Itti Ravi
Nambudiri, is devoted to a detailed description of the
198\75 twelve-day performance, richly illustrated with
tipped-in photographs, mostly in colour and almost all by
Adelaide de Menil. There are numerous text illustrations,
tables and maps. The mantras are published in
Devanagari and translation. The second volume, edited
with the assistance of Pamela MacFarland, contains
contributions by an international galaxy of scholars on
archeology, the pre-Vedic Indian background, geometry,
ritual vessels, music, Mudras, Mimamsa, a survey of
Srauta traditions in recent times, the influence of Vedic
ritual in the Homa traditions of Indonesia, Tibet, China,
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Japan and related topics. There are translations of the
relevant Srauta Sutras of Baudhayana (together with
Calanda`s text) and the Jaiminiya (with Bhavatrata`s
commentary) as well as the Kausitaki Brahmana; and a
survey of the project with an inventory of the films and
tape recording made in 1975.
Ritual was a cradle of archaic philosophy in India.
Mythological concepts were synthesized in the ritual
context, and its results gave a new interpretation to the
rituals themselves and to the life of man. The Agnihotra
ritual is experienced differently by those who know what
it is, and life is experienced differently by those who carry
out the Agnihotra. A ritual presents us with a riddle which
actually has no answer. What matters is not the intrinsic
meaning, but the process in which the meaning is
generated. It is true that ritual is pure activity without
meaning or goal, but it is not meaningless in the sense
that it generates riddles, and eventually meanings. This
study is a philological study of the Vedic mythology,
while also being a contribution to ritual studies. (Series:
Nijmegen Buddhist and Asian Studies - Vol. 2)
Illustrations; Plates; 30cm. - The present lexicon explains
the meaning and significance of ritualistic terms
frequently occurring in the Srautasutras, together with a
short description of the sacrificial rites connected or
meant therewith. It is an outcome of the engagement of
the author with the Srautasutra ritual for a very long time.
He has not only a first hand knowledge of the texts but
also a practical acquaintance with the subject acquired
through participating in such sacrifices. Every term has
been traced back to its original source for which exact
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references have been provided. A proper understanding
of the technical terminology of the Vedic ritual is a precondition for understanding ritualistic texts connected
with the Vedas and also the sacrificial performance
mentioned therein. No proper understanding of a
Srautasutra is possible without knowing the basic
concepts and the details of the ritualistic terms. Sketches
and photographs of Vedic implements and performances
are an added advantage of this lexicon, which will help
the reader immensely in understanding the related
terms. The dictionary is the first of its kind in view of its
vast coverage, authenticity and reliability. We are sure
that it will prove to be an indispensable asset for every
scholar who wants to familiarize himself with the Vedic
ritual and the philosophy behind it.
Ritual and Mantras: Rules Without Meaning is and
original study of ritual and mantras which shows that
rites lead a life of their own, unaffected by religion or
society. In its analysis of Vedic ritual, it uses methods
inspired by logic, linguistics, a
-----------

Jarrod L. Whitaker examines the ritualized poetic
construction of male identity in the Rgveda, India's
oldest Sanskrit text, arguing that an important aspect
of early Vedic life was the sustained promotion and
embodiment of what it means to be a true man. The
Rgveda contains over a thousand hymns, addressed
primarily to three gods: the deified ritual Fire, Agni;
the war god, Indra; and Soma, who is none other
than the personification of the sacred beverage
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sóma. The hymns were sung in day-long fire rituals
in which poet-priests prepared the sacred drink to
empower Indra. The dominant image of Indra is that
of a highly glamorized, violent, and powerful Aryan
male; the three gods represent the ideals of
manhood. Whitaker finds that the Rgvedic poetpriests employed a fascinating range of poetic and
performative strategies--some explicit, others very
subtle--to construct their masculine ideology, while
justifying it as the most valid way for men to live.
Poet-priests naturalized this ideology by encoding it
within a man's sense of his body and physical self.
Rgvedic ritual rhetoric and practices thus encode
specific male roles, especially the role of man as
warrior, while embedding these roles in a complex
network of social, economic, and political
relationships. Strong Arms and Drinking Strength is
the first book in English to examine the relationship
between Rgvedic gods, ritual practices, and the
identities and expectations placed on men in ancient
India.
This elegantly written book introduces a new
perspective on Indic religious history by rethinking
the role of mantra in Vedic ritual. In Bringing the
Gods to Mind, Laurie Patton takes a new look at
mantra as "performed poetry" and in five case
studies draws a portrait of early Indian sacrifice that
moves beyond the well-worn categories of "magic"
and "magico-religious" thought in Vedic sacrifice.
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Treating Vedic mantra as a sophisticated form of
artistic composition, she develops the idea of
metonymy, or associational thought, as a major
motivator for the use of mantra in sacrificial
performance. Filling a long-standing gap in our
understanding, her book provides a history of the
Indian interpretive imagination and a study of the
mental creativity and hermeneutic sophistication of
Vedic religion.
This book describes the ASVAMEDHA rite and its
symbolism to explain distinctive aspects of the Vedic
sacrifice system. Several questions related to the
Asvamedha are posed and answered in the context
of Vedic epistemology. This rite has three important
functions: (i) it presents and equivalence of the
naksatra year to the heaven, implying that it is rite
that celebrates the rebirth of the Sun; (ii) it is
symbolic of the conquest of Time by the king, in
whose name the rite is performed; and (iii) it is
celebration of social harmony achieved by the
transcendence of the fundamental conflicts between
various sources of power. Numbers from another
Vedic rite, the Agnicayana; help in the understanding
of several of its details.
A world Bible for our time from Buddhist, Hindu,
Confucian, Taoist, Jewish, Christian, Islamic, and
primal religion sources! In this perfect companion to
Huston Smith's bestselling The World's Wisdom,
Philip Novak distills the most powerful and elegant
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expressions of the wisdom of humankind. Authentic,
poetic translations of key texts are coupled with
insightful introductions and "grace notes."
Description: Preface (A. Griffiths and J.E.M. Houben)
Introduction (J.E.M. Houben) PART I: TEXTUAL
HISTORY AND INTERPRETATION - S.S. Bahulkar:
The Apocryphal (?) Hymn to Pratyangira in the
Paippalada Tradition - T.N. Dharmadhikari: Reediting the Maitrayani Samhita: a Desideratum Gerhard Ehlers: Old and New Manuscripts of the
Jaiminiya-Brahmana - Shingo Einoo: Notes on the
vrsotsarga - Arlo Griffiths: Paippalada Mantras in the
Kausikasutra - Konrad Klaus: On the Sources of the
Asvalayana-Srautasutra - François Voegeli: On the
Kathaka Samhita Hapax pasuyajna and its
Relationship with the saddhotr Mantra PART II:
LANGUAGE AND STYLE - Dipak Bhattacharya: On
yat, tat, uttarat and Similar Forms - Abhijit Ghosh:
Problems in Determining Austric Lexical Elements in
Sanskrit: a Case from the Atharva-Veda - Stephanie
W. Jamison: Poetry and Purpose in the Rgveda:
Structuring Enigmas - Jared S. Klein: Nominal and
Adverbial AAmre.ditas and the Etymology of Rgvedic
nana - Werner Knobl: The Nonce Formation: A morethan-momentary look at the Augenblicksbildung Georges-Jean Pinault: On the Usages of the Particle
iva in the Rgvedic Hymns - Ulrike Roesler: The
Theory of Semantic Fields as a Tool for Vedic
Research PART III: RITUAL AND RELIGION - Joel
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P. Brereton: Brahman, Brahman, and Sacrificer Silvia D?Intino: Vision and Battle in Vedic Hymns: A
Remark on the Theme of Battle in the Symbolism of
Poetic Creation - Cezary Galewicz: Katavallur
Anyonyam: a Competition in Vedic Chanting? - Jan
E.M. Houben: Memetics of Vedic Ritual, Morphology
of the Agnistoma - Mieko Kajihara: The Upanayana
and Marriage in the Atharvaveda - David M. Knipe:
Ritual Subversion: Reliable Enemies and Suspect
Allies - Charles Malamoud: A Note on abistaka
(Taittiriya Aranyaka I) - Sofía Moncó Taracena:
Dawn and Song in the Vedic Hymns - Asko Parpola:
From Archaeology to a Stratigraphy of Vedic
Syncretism: The banyan tree and the water buffalo
as Harappan-Dravidian symbols of royalty, inherited
in succession by Yama, Varu.na and Indra, divine
kings of the first three layers of Aryan speakers in
South Asia - Stephanie W. Jamison: Response to
Parpola, From Archaeology to a Stratigraphy of
Vedic Syncretism - Frits Staal: From pranmukham to
sarvatomukham: A Thread through the Srauta Maze
- G.U. Thite: Vicissitudes of Vedic Ritual - Jarrod L.
Whitaker: Ritual Power, Social Prestige, and
Amulets (mani) in the Atharvaveda - Michael Witzel:
The Rgvedic Religious System and its Central Asian
and Hindukush Antecedents List of Contributors
Index of Authors General Index
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